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At this summer Field Day with a few dozen farmers and ag professionals, Jesse Frost and 
Hannah Crabtree of Rough Draft Farmstead provided a deep dive into their natural-mulching 
no-till systems.  Using occultation, disturbing the soil as little as possible, planting intensively 
all-year round, keeping roots in the ground, and diversifying plantings within beds, Hannah and 
Jesse preserve and conserve the living systems underground, reduce their weeding, and 
improve the health of their plants and harvest. 
 
With a production footprint of ¾ acre and an “Everbed” system of near-constant production 
within their beds, the Rough Draft team serves three seasons of CSAs, two farmers markets, a 
local pay-what-you-can restaurant, and a local community center food distribution program.  In 
recent seasons, they’ve converted their system from one of minimal tillage reliant on hay mulch 
to their current methods. 
 
“When we’re not tilling, our crops are almost always successful.”   

Tilling, they found, caused compaction of the soil and exacerbated drainage issues – both have 
been reduced with the Everbed system.  Within this method, crop 2 is being planted into well 
before crop 1 of that same bed has been harvested. 

 “It’s an ecological approach to agriculture,” Jesse explained.  “We want to maintain living soil, 
to keep it covered, and to keep plants in the ground ALWAYS.  No-till not only keeps carbon in 
the soil, but it keeps the soil in place AND it reduces weeds.” 
 
Whether in a system driven by tractors (which Rough Draft rarely uses) or one based primarily 
on hand tools, a no-till system rarely disturbs below the surface of the soil.  Allowing weed 
seeds to remain dormant and microbial life to remain intact, their approach also demands less 
time in weeding and cultivation (ie fewer tractor passes)– “and we could all use a little more 
time, right?” Jesse adds. 
 
Maximizing the efficiency of time, space, and movement is important to the Rough Draft team, 
citing the LEAN farming systems (Ben Hartman) as a constant in their planning.   

By using a 7-bed rotation and interplanting within their beds, Rough Draft diversifies their 
plantings, encouraging microbial diversity.  One example is their bed of onions, peppers, and 
lettuce within the same rotation and planted together.  The onions and lettuce, planted on the 
bed’s north side, stay cool and shaded, and the slow-growing peppers outlive them all, 
benefiting from the root-level activity left behind after the early crops are harvested.  (Jesse’s 
TIP: Customers love green onions! Plant them anywhere you have space, weekly, all season 
long, a la Pam Dawling) 
 
“Why have that empty space?” Jesse asks. “Fill it!” 
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The intensity of their rotations and intercropping requires a lot of research and strategy, and 
it’s come together over nearly ten years of “planning and taking good notes.”  Rough Draft 
currently produces 40-50 different crops, and they continue to experiment with different 
combinations and varieties… rye with sweet potatoes and peanuts, butternut squash with 
soybean (their family loves edamame!), peas and garlic. 

For this last combination, Rough Draft uses occultation, covering the residual post-harvest 
vegetation with an opaque cover (silage tarp), a practice made popular to market farmers by 
Jean-Martin Fortier.  Although effective for weed control and speeding decomposition of 
residual plant matter, this practice leaves questions in Jesse’s head: is it creating anaerobic 
conditions in the soil which might damage beneficial microbial activity?  Are the plastics 
breaking down over time and leaving phthalates or other synthetic materials in the soil which 
are then transferred to our crops?  The discussion led to woven polypropylene landscape 
fabrics, which don’t contain phthalates, but are they still leaving microplastics in the soil?  

As seen in the rye combination above, Rough Draft does make use of cover crops, including 
buckwheat (flame-weeding for termination before it goes to seed), which they often interplant 
with a legume: cowpeas or soybeans.  They also use clear plastic (solarization) for cover crop 
termination and a quick succession to the following cash crop (a la Bryan O’Hara method: hot 
day? Add clear plastic for 24hours, plant the following day).  The Jang seeder is their preferred 
method for sowing cover crops. 

Leguminous cover (and cash) crops offer a great fertility builder at Rough Draft, as well as the 
use of thick coverings (2-3”) of compost.  (TIP: Jesse advises keeping a sharp eye on soil test 
results for potassium and phosphorous when adding compost.)  The primary source of fertility 
is “built-in” to their Everbed system of leaving no soil bare: 

“The best fertility your soil will ever receive is photosynthesis.”  

For more about Rough Draft’s systems, visit roughdraftfarmstead.com, find them on social 
media (FB, IG), and follow the continual research, discussion, and community of no-till 
market farmers at NoTillGrowers.com.  Many of the aforementioned farmers have been 
Jesse’s guests on the No-Till Growers podcast, a not-to-miss resource for ongoing learning on 
no-till systems. 
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